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Abstract. This paper describes a complex event recognition approach
with probabilistic reasoning for handling uncertainty. The first advantage
of the proposed approach is the flexibility of the modeling of composite
events with complex temporal constraints. The second advantage is the
use of probability theory providing a consistent framework for dealing
with uncertain knowledge for the recognition of complex events. The
experimental results show that our system can successfully improve the
event recognition rate. We conclude by comparing our algorithm with
the state of the art and showing how the definition of event models and
the probabilistic reasoning can influence the results of the real-time event
recognition.
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1 Introduction

In the literature, many video event recognition systems have been described.
However, many challenging problems still remain to obtain a robust recognition
because of noise, illumination changes, segmentation issues and occlusions. We
propose a constraint-based approach for real-world video interpretation based
on probabilistic reasoning for composite event recognition. The main goal is
to improve the techniques of video data interpretation taking into account the
imprecision and uncertainty of low level data. To reach this goal, we address
uncertainty in event modeling and event recognition processes by a combination
of logical and probabilistic methods. In summary, the contributions of this pa-
per are: 1. A general framework for video complex event recognition based on a
constraint-based approach for video event recognition and a probabilistic reason-
ing for handling uncertainty. We propose a dynamic linear model for attributes
filtering. 2. New event modeling specification: we improve the event description
language proposed by [1] and introduce a new probabilistic description based
approach to gain in flexibility for event modeling by adding the notion of utility.
Utility expresses the importance of sub-events to the recognition of the whole
event. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review the related work.
In section 3 and 4 we describe the proposed video interpretation framework for
complex event recognition. The experiments realized to evaluate the proposed
method are shown in section 4. Finally, we present the conclusion in section 6.
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2 Related work

Many approaches for event representation and recognition have been proposed
during the last decade [2, 3]. These approaches can be classified into two main
categories: probabilistic approaches and symbolic approaches.

The main probabilistic approaches that have been used to recognize video
events include Bayesian classifiers [4] and Hidden Markov Models [5, 6]. Bayesian
classifiers are well adapted to combine observations at one time point, but they
have not a specific mechanism to represent the time and temporal constraints
between visual observations. For instance, Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN)
have been used successfully to recognize short temporal actions [7], but the recog-
nition process depends on time segmentation: when the frame-rate or the activity
duration changes, the DBN has to be re-trained. Many probabilistic event recog-
nition approaches can handle uncertainty using a probabilistic framework. For
instance, in [8] the authors introduce the switching Hidden Semi-Markov Model
(S-HSMM) to deal with time duration modeling. This extension attempts to
introduce more semantic in the formalism at the cost of tractability.

Symbolic approaches have been largely used to recognize activities. The main
trend consists in designing symbolic networks whose nodes or predicates corre-
spond to the boolean recognition of simpler events. Stochastic grammars have
been proposed to parse simple actions recognized by vision modules [9]. Logic and
Prolog programming have also been used to recognize activities defined as pred-
icates [10]. Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) has been applied to model
activities as constraint networks [11]. The symbolic approaches have shown their
efficiency in term of complex event recognition. However, these approaches do
not handle the uncertainty of the recognition process leading to recognition er-
rors in complex situations. Thus, in this paper, we propose a new constraint
based approach for complex event recognition with probabilistic reasoning to
improve the recognition performance.

3 Event Description Language

The proposed approach relies on a priori knowledge including the description of
the expected objects in the scene, the observed scene, the sensors (e.g. fixed video
cameras) and the definition of the event models. The expected objects are the
physical objects moving in the scene (e.g. person, vehicle) which are organized
hierarchically (e.g. a car is defined as a sub-type of vehicle). We call domain
ontology the description of the expected objects and the set of event models
which are predefined by human expert. An event model (fig. 1) is composed of
five elements:
-Physical objects: including mobile objects (e.g. person, vehicle), contextual
objects (equipments, zones).
-Components: the sub-events composing the event.
-Constraints: conditions between the physical objects and/or the components
including symbolic, logical, spatial and temporal constraints based on[13].
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Fig. 1. Two Event models: “Up-Go” illustrates a medical exercise for testing the ability
of the patient to perform several activities. The model is composed of five steps: (1) the
patient is standing at the chair of exercise for a predefined period of time,(2) he/she
walks up to a stop zone marked by a red line, (3) returns close to the chair, (4) he/she
sits at the chair and (5) gets up. “Begin-Guided-test” describes the beginning of the
medical exercise: the nurse and the patient entering together in the room and then
going to different places. An utility coefficient was associated to each sub-event.

-Alarm : describes the level of importance of an event.
-Action : describes a specific treatment to be executed when an instance of an
event model is recognized:(e.g. launch a specific vision task such as the monitor-
ing of PTZ cameras (zoom on to get better classification of the mobile object)
or provide feedback to vision components to enhance the tracking task).

We propose a notion of utility in the definition of the event model by associ-
ating a coefficient to each sub-event. Utility which is defined by a human expert
expresses the importance of sub-events for the recognition of the whole event. Its
range is in the interval ]0,1], higher is the utility value higher is the importance
of the sub-event in the recognition of the whole event. The value 1 means that
the sub-event is required for the recognition. At least one of the sub-events must
have a high utility value otherwise the event model will not be considered during
the event recognition process.

4 Event Recognition Process

The proposed event recognition algorithm uses as input the tracked mobile ob-
jects (extracted by vision algorithms, segmentation, detection, tracking), a priori
knowledge of the scene and predefined event models.

The algorithm operates in 2 stages: (i) at each incoming frame, it computes
all possible primitive states related to all mobile objects present in the scene,
and (ii) it computes all possible events (i.e.primitive events, and then composite
states and events).
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An event model ω is composed of the set of physical objects ξ(ω), their as-
sociated attributes A(ξ(ω)) and the set of sub-events Se(w). The recognition of
the event model ω consists of a loop to select a set of physical objects ξ(ω) then
verify the corresponding temporal/spatial/logical constraints ζ(ω) until all com-
binations have been tested. Once a set of physical objects satisfies all constraints
we consider that the event is recognized and we generate an event instance p
attached to the corresponding event model, the physical object and the recogni-
tion time t. The event instance is then stored in the list of recognized events. To
prevent from event fragmentation, we consider that if at the previous instant,
an event instance p’ of the same type (same model, same physical objects) was
recognized on a time interval [t0,t1] with |t1− t| < δ, the two event instances are
merged into an instance that is recognized on the time interval |t0 − t|.

During the event recognition process, the system estimates the confidence
of primitive states and composite events. The confidence measures describe the
quality of the analyzed data based on the temporal coherence of the attribute
values.

4.1 Probabilistic Primitive State Recognition

The confidence of primitive state is estimated based on Bayes formula (Eq 1).

P (w|ζ(ω), Id(ξ(ω))) = P (ζ(ω)|w)× P (Id(ξ(ω))|w)

× P (w)
P (ζ(ω), Id(ξ(ω)))

(1)

We compute then the ratio: P (w|ζ(ω),Id(ξ(ω)))
P (¬w|ζ(¬ω),Id(ξ(¬ω))) . with ¬ω is equal to ω =

false. If the ratio value is upper than 1, the primitive state has a high chance to
be recognized.

P (Id(ξ(ω))|w) is the identifier confidence which indicates how well the mobile
object ξ(ω) has been correctly tracked. This probability is obtained by estimating
the quality of the tracking process depending on several criteria: the displace-
ment, the appearance and the attribute consistency over the tracking period as
described in [18]. The constraint confidence P (ζ(ω)|w) is computed depending
on the constraint type. There are 2 types of constraint for primitive state: spatial
(i.e. a person in a zone) and logical. The confidence of logical constraints (i.e.
associate a symbol to a contextual object) is equal to 1 as we consider that the
user has a negligible chance to associate a wrong symbol.

The confidence of spatial constraints is obtained by multiplying the con-
fidence of object attributes P (A(ξ(ω))|w) involved in the constraint with the
probability of the constraint to be verified (Eq. 2). For the spatial constraints
such as ‘inside-zone’ or ‘close to equipment’, we compute the distance dist of
the person to the contextual objects (i.e. zone, equipment), more this distance
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is small more the probability that this constraint is satisfied is close to 1. .

P (ζ(ω))|w) = P (A(ξ(ω))|w).
1

σd

√
2π

exp(−dist2

2σ2
d

) (2)

The confidence of mobile object attributes P (A(ξ(ω))|w) can be retrieved
from vision algorithms (detection, tracking, posture recognition...). If this con-
fidence is not directly provided, we compute this confidence using a dynamic
linear filter such as Kalman filter algorithm.
- Dynamic model for temporal attributes filtering
We propose a dynamic linear model for computing and updating the attributes
of the mobile objects to deal with tracking errors. This process works in two
steps. The first step consists in computing the expected value αexp of an at-
tribute α at the current instant tc given the estimated value of α and its velocity
at the previous time tp. The second step is to compute the estimated value αest

of the attribute based on the previous one. The final value of the attribute ᾱ is
the mean between the expected and the estimated values of the attribute.

ᾱ(tc) = mean(αexp(tc), αest(tc)) (3)

αexp(tc) = ᾱ(tp) + Vα(tc)(tc − tp); (4)

Vα(tc) =
Vαc .Rv + e−λ(tc−tp).Vα(tp)SVα(tp)

SVα(tc)
; (5)

SVα(tc) = Rv + e−λ(tc−tp).SVα(tp) (6)

Vαc corresponds to the instantaneous velocity of the attribute α at time instants
tc−1 and tc, Rv is the instantaneous realiability of the velocity computed as the
mean between the reliability of α at time instants tc−1 and tc. Vα(tp) is the
estimated velocity at the previous time tp. SVα is the temporal reliability of
velocity. The value e−λ(tc−tp) corresponds to the cooling function of the previ-
ously observed attribute values. It can be interpreted as a forgetting factor for
reinforcing the newer infromation.

αest(tc) =
αc.Rαc + e−λ(tc−tp).αest(tp).Sα(tp)

Sα(tc)
(7)

Sα(tc) = Rαc + e−λ(tc−tp).Sα(tp) (8)

Where αc is the value of the attribute given by vision algorithm and Rαc is
the reliability of this attribute αc at time tc. The reliability estimation of the
attribute changes according to its type. For 2D attributes, the reliability is es-
timated inversely proportional to the distance to the camera accounting that
the segmentation errors increase when the object is farther from the camera.
For 3D attributes such as 3D position, we create a history H for the attribute
values. Based on this temporal history we compute the confidence of the current
attribute value using the Gaussian function. The Gaussian parameters (µ, σ)
are computed dynamically using the temporal history.
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4.2 Hierarchical Uncertainty Propagation

The recognition of a given complex event is triggered only if its last sub-event
(called event terminaison) is recognized which avoids an exponential computa-
tion.

Thus the algorithm runs in real time since only the events which their ter-
minaison is recognized are processed.

We compute the confidence of the complex event at time t given its probabil-
ity at previous time t-i and the probability of its sub-events Se(w) (Eq 9). The
probability of the event at previous time is weighted by the coefficient γ ∈ [0, 1]
which decrease when the last recognized instance of the event is far in time.

P t(w) = P t(Se(w), wt−i) = P (Se(w)).γP (wt−i). (9)

wt−i is the last recognized instance of the event at the previous instant t− i.
To improve the temporal constraints verification process, we add the notion

of tolerance when processing the temporal intervals comparison. For example to
improve the verification of the temporal constraint ‘A before B’ we need to find
a time t’ such that event A has started and ended at time t’ and an event B has
started after A at time t′′ + β . β is the tolerance coefficient.

After calculating the probability associated to an event, the system can make
a recognition decision by accepting events with a probability above a threshold
and rejecting others. That is, only the events with high confidence probability
are recognized.

5 Experimental Results

We show the effectiveness of using an ontology by applying our algorithm to
three different applications: two health care and one airport activity monitor-
ing applications (Fig. 2). Airport application consist in monitoring aircraft and
vehicle behaviours whereas health care application consist in monitoring elderly
persons observed in an experimental laboratory/hospital room during one hour.
The video sequences are challenging in term of illumination changes and shadow.
An ontology for airport activity monitoring was built. It is composed of 4 physical
object type (person, aircraft, vehicle and zone) and 81 event models: 8 primi-
tive states, 3 primitive events, 24 composite states and 45 composite events.
We enhance this ontology for the health care applications by adding new physi-
cal objects such as equipment and by modifying some existing primitive events
(e.g. adding posture attribute to the person). We have reused simple events de-
fined for the airport activity monitoring application and define new event models
adapted to the health care. We have tested the event recognition accuracy of our
algorithm on health care applications and have compared our results with the
approach proposed in [1].

The vision chain algorithms (segmentation, classification, detection and track-
ing) fails sometimes to provide correct outputs (misclassification, misdetection,...)
due to changes of luminosity and noise from video acquisition.
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Events ]videos ]actor % R FP FN

Deterministic algo
Up-Go 27 1 59.25 3 11
Begin-Guided-test 9 2 88.9 1 1
Interacts-with-chair 10 1 100 0 0
Stay-at-kitchen 15 1 86 1 2
prepare-meal 8 1 75 1 2
Probabilistic algo
Up-Go 27 1 92.59 5 2
Begin-Guided-test 9 2 100 1 0
Interacts-with-chair 10 1 100 0 0
Stay-at-kitchen 15 1 93.3 1 1
prepare-meal 8 1 87.5 3 1

Table 1. Comparison of recognition rate (% R), the false positive (FP) and the false
negative (FN) of our algorithm with probabilistic reasoning (probabilistic) and without
probabilistic reasoning (deterministic).

Fig. 2. Two health care and one airport activities monitoring applications.

Fig. 3. The performance of primitive states detection was measured depending on the
threshold defining the level of likelihood to decide that an event is recognized. With
the threshold equal to 0.8, the performance of our system is 0.96 for precision and 0.93
for recall.

We tested the recognitin performance of the primitive state of the proposed
system by varying the decision threshold value. The precision and recall rates
of the primitive states detection are shown in figure 3. The primitive states are
sometimes wrongly recognized due to video noise and vision errors. However, by
fixing for all experiments the threshold of detection of primitive states to 0.75
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Fig. 4. HMM model for the event (A) ‘begin balance exercise’: the person enters the
room, go to the zone of balance and get close to the chair to begin balance exercise.
The event (B) ‘change-zone’ with the learned transition and observation matrices.

we manage to successfully decrease the false detection of primitive states. By
avoiding miss detections of primitive states and using a flexible event description,
the proposed system recognizes the complex events with a recognition rate about
92.59 % for the ‘Up-Go’ event and 100% for the event Begin-Guided-test (Tab. 1).
The low rate of false alarms in the case of complex events can be explained by
the fact that the event models are very constrained and they are unlikely to be
recognized by error.

The comparison (Table 1) shows that the complex event ‘Up-Go’ in the case
of the probabilistic algorithm (92.59 %) is higher than the recognition rate of the
deterministic algorithm [1] (59.25%). This can be explained by the fact that the
deterministic algorithm fails to recognize the primitive state Person-inside-Stop-
zone because the person was not correctly detected. However, the probabilistic
algorithm manages to recognize this primitive state and as a consequence the
complex event.

Comparison with probabilistic method

For comparison with probabilistic method, Bayesian Network models were
developed.In our case, the structure of the network is derived from the knowledge
about the application domain. For example, logical constraints of sub-events that
represent the recognition of a particular event indicate the direct causal link
between them. The conditional probabilities were learned using the expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm.

In addition, the proposed algorithm was compared with HMMs. We use a left-
right HMM for representing the temporal constraints (Fig 4). We model different
event such as change zone and change-posture. In the phase of training, we use
the sequences of health care database manually classified as belonging in an
event. For each event, a HMM is trained. For training, we use the expectation
maximization algorithm to estimate the parameters of the HMM model. We use
the Forwards-Backwards algorithm for the probability computation.

Table 2 shows the confusion matrices for the proposed algorithm (PA), BNs
and HMMs experiments. The proposed algorithm outperform the HMMs and
BNS for the event recognition rate. It can be explained by the lack of training
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PA BNs HMMs

C T L C T L C T L

1 0 0 .88 0 .12 .78 0 .22

0 .78 .22 0 .78 .22 0 .67 .33

.11 0 .89 .33 0 .67 .33 0 .67

average Pcc=89% average Pcc=77% average Pcc=70%

Table 2. Confusion matrix for the proposed algorithm (PA), the BNs and HMMs.C:
Person-sit-at-chair, T: Person-watch-TV, C: Person-interacts-with-Library.

data. To have a good recognition rate for the probabilistic approaches like HMMs
and BNs we need to have a good parameter estimation. The learning stage need
a large and pertinent amount of data.

6 Conclusion

We have proposed a flexible event modeling language and a novel event recogni-
tion algorithm to describe and recognize complex video events with probabilistic
reasoning to handle the uncertainty. We have proposed a dynamic model for
computing and updating the attributes of the mobile objects to deal with track-
ing errors. We have detailed the estimation of primitive state probability as a
Bayesian process and we have computed the confidence of complex event as
Markov process taking into account the probability of the event at previous
time. A future work consists at deeply studying the uncertainty due to occlu-
sions. Studying more techniques to handle the tracking errors and comparison
with those different techniques is also planned. Moreover, a learning stage is still
required to learn the algorithm parameters.
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